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Overview
We are living through turbulent times. Many of us have never seen such global
disruption in their lifetimes. Every aspect of our daily routine has changed. We
only venture out for the most urgent needs. Non-essential businesses are shut
down. Millions are unemployed. Our children are out of school and parents (who
still have a job) juggle work and family from home. It’s all so strange and scary.
And we all look to leaders to inform and guide us through these uncertain times.
A lot of the current situation is beyond our direct control. We will learn and adapt
to this new reality. Still, as much as we yearn for normalcy, we know the
landscape has changed. This pandemic is testing our readiness to conduct
business as a “virtual team”. And, it’s likely not the last one we will see.
Since Echidna’s founding, we’ve served many companies as a virtual extension to
their teams. Leveraging the best of virtual teams and avoiding the pitfalls, we’ve
built a proven practice of team collaboration, project governance, and reliable
delivery whether team members are in the office or distributed far-and-wide.
Wishing your teams the best through this difficult time, we offer the following.

Personal Workspace
Our Personal Workspace is where we make our greatest contribution to
the day’s mission. It’s where we do our deep-thinking. Where we focus
our attention on the task at hand and plug away at the day’s workload.
It’s our space to organize and equip with the tools and technologies we
need to perform our jobs and contribute to the company mission.
Our Personal Workspace is where we get work done. It’s our base
camp to plan the day’s climb. Our mission control to manage
distractions. Our seat on the proverbial team bus!
In the oﬃce, we work alongside our teammates for good reason. The
close proximity and dedicated spaces make it easy to find and talk to
fellow co-workers. Whether for a quick chat on an urgent problem or an
ad-hoc conversation about a project, we appreciate the access an inoﬃce work environment provides. And though we may not always like
how accessible we are to others, when we need urgent help from a
teammate, it’s a convenience we’re often thankful for.
Our Personal Workspace has all the tools we need to do the job.
As technology permeates every aspect of our lives, we gain the ability
to do more of our jobs on the go and away from the oﬃce. There is
little we can do without these invaluable tools. And when the in-person
conveniences of the oﬃce environment are in short supply, they
become even more valuable to our “virtual oﬃce” productivity.
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Leader Workspace
Whether you call them your supervisor, manager, or boss, the leaders in our
organizations play a pivotal role in our day-to-day lives. They provide us with the
instruction and direction needed to ensure our work contributes to the greater
cause. The Leader’s Workspace is where priorities are decided, disputes are
resolved, and plans are developed to support the organization's objectives.
In the oﬃce, leaders benefit from seeing their people actively working. At a glance,
they can see whether someone is focused, distracted, frustrated, or tired. In
passing conversation, they can show support and help solve problems on the fly.
Whether in their oﬃce or walking around, their presence and attention is known.
A Leader’s Workspace is a personal workspace, but it’s also where they serve their
people. This is a private space for leaders to connect with their people. To coach
them through a tough situation or commend them on a job well done. The Leader’s
Workspace is a place of honesty and candid discussion. A place for professional
growth and mentorship. It is where current leader’s serve to build new leaders.

Leaders share their workspace
with the people they serve.
Strategy, support, and leaders
emerge from these spaces.
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Team Workspace
Teams need spaces to gather as a group and discuss their common mission. In the oﬃce, we use conference rooms to provide this
space. It’s where we discuss projects, tackle problems, and celebrate accomplishments. We setup regular meetings in this space
and create a rhythm as a team that fuels our eﬀort and reinforces our commitment week-after-week.
Teams organize their discussions in these spaces so that all members have the opportunity to participate and benefit from the
conversation. Agendas are prepared. Group leaders moderate the discussion. Team members project visual aids on screens and
sketch out plans on dry-erase boards. In that physical space, with everyone present and attentive and leaders guiding productive
conversation, these meetings provide a space to share vital information, discuss risk/obstacles, and recommit to the mission at hand.

Team Workspaces provide a place for teams to
collaborate in real-time in pursuit of their common
mission. We rely on these spaces to focus
attention and align eﬀorts.
Regardless of where they take place, these
meetings are vital to team and business success.
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Social Workspace
Every workplace has social space. Those places people
go to congregate. To take a break and shoot the breeze.
Grab a bite. Catch some sun. Socialize with friends a bit.
People require this human connection to thrive. It’s
impossible to achieve the kind of team fellowship every
leader aspires to have without allowing people time to
socialize (within reason of course).
In these spaces, workers often find unexpected solutions
to their work problems. For the determined problemsolver, ad-hoc brainstorming sessions break out in the
break room. For the intuitive designer, these mental breaks
bring epiphanies to the creative process. Social spaces
change our scenery and oﬀer casual conversation as a
stress-release, at least temporarily, from the day’s stresses.

The “Social Workspace” is more than a
place for people to take a break from work
and chit-chat. It’s a place that encourages
individual rapport. It is where team morale
is built. It is where culture takes shape.
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Virtual Workspaces

Personal Workspace
At the oﬃce, our personal workspace is where we individually contribute to
our team’s eﬀort. Being in that place assures our team of our presence and
attention to share responsibilities. When working remotely, we lose those
built-in benefits of physically being together. To compensate, we need a
virtual workspace and presence that our oﬃce-mates can interact with.

Leader Workspace
Leaders often face the greatest challenges when teams transition
from in-oﬃce to remote working conditions. Virtual teams require
intentional leadership (and management). Without physical spaces
to walk around and hold impromptu conversations, leaders have to
more intentionally engage and interact teams in virtual workspaces.

Team Workspace
As they do in the oﬃce, virtual Team Workspaces provide teams
a place to gather, interact, and work as a group. Whether
sharing updates, brainstorming solutions, or working on
problems, teams use their spaces to engage the mutual
attention of the team and align eﬀorts on the common cause.

(Virtual) Personal Workspace
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• Your Virtual Presence Make sure your team can
contact you and knows when
you are available to talk.

Your Personal Workspace is
anywhere you can perform
your work responsibilities.
In the oﬃce, we work
alongside our teammates.
In a virtual oﬃce, we work
online with our teammates.

• Instant Discussions Use instant messaging tools
like chat, audio, and video for
the ad-hoc discussions you
would have in the office.
• Response Expectations We should be as available and
responsive on IM as we would
be at our desk in the office.
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• Workstation At home, designate a space as
your work area. This is where
you are attentive to work tasks
and available to teammates.

• Availability Over-communicate your
availability. Book your “heads
down” time on your calendar so
all can “see” if you’re available.

• Connection Make sure your connection
bandwidth can support video
calls with stable audio and
screen-sharing. Audio first!

• Schedules Respect your virtual co-workers
by aligning schedules and giving
advance notice to attendees.

• Software, Docs, and Data Everything you use at work
should be accessible at home.

• Balance Spend working hours attentive
to work tasks and team. Then,
be present at home & live life.
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• Review & Restate Goals Acknowledge the impact of
major change. Adapt and
restate goals to align team on
objectives in the new normal.

• Leader’s Presence As you would in office hallways,
greet team members to make
your presence and attention on
the day’s work known.

• Personal Check-Ins Reach out to team members to
show personal support and
address any concerns around
adapting to work conditions.

• Leader Communications Use video broadcast (live or
recorded) to communicate
major changes, impact, and
commitment to strategy.

• Escalation & Response Clarify escalation expectations.
Respond promptly. Organize
virtual “war rooms” (calls) to
quickly focus team attention.

• Clarify Expectations Virtual teams require new skills
to work together productively.
Support and expect the
development of these skills.

• Lead by Example Become proficient with the
tools of your virtual office and
set the example you expect.

• Work / Life Balance As the workday ends, accept
the team’s sign-off with a day’s
recap and a farewell greeting.

• Stability & Normalcy Assure members of your full
support and confidence in their
ability to adapt and excel.
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Leaders become more
intentional in their virtual
workspace. Teams look to
their leaders to provide
stability in times of disruption.
Virtual teams need that
leadership more than ever.
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Teams work together even when
they are apart. Although we
work individually to contribute
to the team’s mission, we also
require a time and space for all
members to hear updates and
contribute to group discussion.
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• Conversational Cues In-person conversations are
governed by facial cues. Online
conversations are governed by
auditory cues and controls.

• Preparing Presentation Engage your virtual audience
with compelling presentations
of information that excite both
visual and auditory attention.

• Technical Issues Technical issues delay or derail
meetings, so meeting planners
need to proactively prepare and
prevent any avoidable issues.

• Meeting Moderation Audio controls moderate turns
in conversation to ensure
productive discussion and
agenda progression.

• Presenting & Screens The screen is your platform.
When appropriate, switch from
presentation to camera to
express emotion and rapport.

• Meeting Frequency In the office, we meet when
conference rooms are available.
Virtual teams can meet anytime,
so be mindful of team availability.

• Record for Reference Record meetings to refer to
later in online discussion of
topics requiring deeper study.

• No-Meeting Meetings Virtual teams meet regularly in
online project workspaces to
share updates & discuss plans.

• Share Lessons Virtual teams constantly learn to
organize and execute online.
Great teams share their lessons.

(Virtual) Social Workspace

Social interactions reduce
dramatically when teams are
separated from one another.
The casual encounters that
oﬀer so many benefits in the
oﬃce must now be replaced
with intentional acts of support
and celebration online.
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• Be Intentional Intentionally build rapport with
personal chats, friendly phone
calls, and expressions of
positive emotion (emojis) online.

• Feel-Good Vibes Make an effort to appreciate
and inspire the people you
work with. “Like” what they do.

• Company News Feed Publish company updates daily
to appreciate, recognize, or
promote accomplishments that
reinforce values & team morale.

• Virtual Break Time Use break times to connect
with fellow office-workers over
a virtual cup of coffee & chat.

• Entertaining Activities Organize events to engage
teams in online activities and
broadcast media that will
entertain, inspire, and energize.

• Face Time Face-to-face interactions
provide emotional support. Use
video calls to boost rapport.

• Health Checks Isolation can be emotionally
challenging. Check-in/up on
those needing close support.

• Corporate Socializing Provide an internal social
network for people to discuss
shared hobbies or interests and
coordinate social activities.
• Celebrate Publicly Hold virtual celebrations to
reduce isolation & boost morale
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